BRAS BASAH ROAD:

**Bras Basah Road 1**
- Single decorative lampposts; Double-sided banners
- LP#1,2,4,5,6,23,24,25,26,47,48,49,71,72
- Banners not allowed on LP#3,50,70 due to CCTV camera
- (LP#1 to 6 are near The Cathy; LP#69 to 72 are near Raffles City Convention Centre)

**Bras Basah Road 2**
- Single decorative lampposts; Double-sided banners
- LP#7,8,9,10,12,27,28,29,30,31,32,52,53,54,55,56
- Banners not allowed on LP#11 & 13 due to CCTV camera; Banners not allowed on LP#51 due to blocked by a tree
- (LP#31 to 32 are near SAM; LP#7-12 are near SOTA)

**Bras Basah Road 3**
- Single decorative lampposts; Double-sided banners
- LP#14,15,16,17,18,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,57,58,59,61,62
- Banners not allowed on LP#60 due to CCTV camera
- (LP#33 to 40 are near SAM)

**Bras Basah Road 4**
- Has both non-decorative & decorative lampposts
- LP#19,20,21,22, 41,42,43,44,45,46,64,65,66,67,68,69 (decorative lampposts)
- 3 LPs: LP#73F,75F,&76F (non-decorative lampposts)
- Banners not allowed on LP#63,74F due to CCTV camera
- (LP#65-68 & 73F,75F,&76F are near Raffles City Convention Centre)

**BANNER SPACES**:
- Total banner spaces: 67pcs
  - Decorative Lamppost: 64pcs
  - Non-Decorative Lamppost: 3pcs